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p. 17 mentoring p. 19 ... trends, applications, practicum and implementation mpaps-ge 2111 percussion
private lessons mpaps-ge 2131 percussion ensembles ... schenkerian theory analysis of early music, post-tonal
theory, byzantine chant, theorizing conceptual change in music scholarship - the data presented here
tracks new research trends in the field (such as the burgeoning interest in popular music, cognition, and
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duinker, changing content in flagship music ... - prevailing trends in music theory research, theory
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sonata mart humal the voice-leading matrix as an archetype of ... - in schenkerian theory, such an
archetype is represented by one of the three forms of the two-part ursatz (fundamental structure) and its
upper voice urlinie (fundamental line), which have its roots in the ... (trends in schenkerian research, edited by
allan cadwallader, new york: schirmer, 1990, 71–85), 82. mto 8.2: krebs, review of david ferris - music
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